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ABSTRACT , .

Jrhis-stddy, an-intra-cUltdfaIcoOparisofi among a.

Mestiza population'in Central Mexi7co, w4,desiYneA o, invtttigate.-
:what the universal and culture-specific aspect.sof ghildren'S
transition from sensbrimotor 4 linguiStic'coATunidgion
(The culture-specific aspect was defihed in tifds'tudy as the de$ree,
to which caregivers provided sensoriiotor,,intormattion. whin messages
were not immeaiately comprehended.),,A totj. 81,1J car#giver/chiAd t^
pairs selected from urban and.,rural areas were yidio.tape4 at 6-eek
intervals over a 9- 'tit 12-month peri..od. These videbtI-pes'wexe
examined to assess the natUie: and sAurctis ofvatiatiOAS iU carOlive0
style. Each sequence was described jn tems.of attdnilon pAd tbé
.sensorimotor structuTe of the'evene: in Other word' S the

r

propositional content and-the interactional setttng0,0he
propositional content was categoriked in,teeMs 4personS, dbjects,

.
and location. .In general, results indicated that,.in interactions
*ith less-educated caregiVers, the, miising'information was provided .;

serendipitously or unintentibtally by the natueal unfolding of events
or by spontaneous acts of siblings. The more-educated caregivers
appeared to be continually monitoring the child and cdrrecting
themselves and the thild in order to assist cotprehension. (MP) .
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in a Mestiza Population

11\ Patricia Goldring Zukow University of Southern California

Pr\

CSJ. Most child-language research is based upon data collected from

LW families with'a high lava of formal educatlon living settings

in Western nations. Data trom Third=World children living in rural

settings and/or from families with little formal education are severely

under-represented. The theories that arise from these limited data are

implicitly, if not explicitly, ethnocentric.' This study, an.intraw

cultural comparison among a Mestiza population'in Central Mexico; was

,

designed to provide a more representative data-base for investigating

the universal and culture-specific aspects of the transition from seqsori-

motor to linguistic communication daring the one-word period.

Earlier work inthe 11.S. (Zukow, Reilly, and Greenfield, 1982) with

Judy Reilly and Patricia Greenfield suggested that the interactiVe style

of middle-class caregivers contributed significantly to this transition.

\,
%In that work, we asked the follOwing question: How do children who are

'able to communicate successfally in sensorimotor interaction acquire the
,

ability to transact a sucCeisful.linguistic communication? To study this

transition, we selected' what is undoubtedly the'most basic and well-
.

esEablished inter,active routine in these infants' senaorimotor

rItiertoire. the adi4:initkiled qffer. 0* hypothesis was that aMother

cotati utiliie this sall-understond interactive context to help her baby

prigress to the cO4rehension of offers lAsented on a pu9S1y linguistic

'levelf The spedific focus of our researdh Was to examine how_the

caregffer Wgrks to provide a shared context that is sensitiye to the

. child's abilities at different poirits in the developmental process.
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Very briefly we found that early in the one-word period messages

were usually enitted ehtirelyon the sensorimotor level. That is, all
<A,

<elements of the sensorimotor structure were tangiblY present. For

example, when a caregiver made an offer she got the child's attention

and proffered-an obj'ect, such as am apple, by extending it toward

her child in her upturned palm. During the middle level, caregivers

A
often presented. messnges simultaneously on the sensori6oter and

linguistic levels, providing a sensorimotor,translation of the verbal

utterance. For instance, the caregiver might "Do you want the

apple?".while extending her upturned palm with apple in hand toward her

child. If senlorimotor elements were missing 'and the child,did not

initially-comprehend the offer, the caregiver often made them available

to facilitate the child'i eventually successful comprehension of the

interaction. In some cases,,the apple might simply be on the table when

the caregiver said, "Do you want the apple?". If the child didn't respond-

the caregiver. might,confirm that the child vas attending and then add the

missing gestural component by proferring the aPple. When information

was not supplied on the sensorimotor.levei, the childreirwere unlikely

to comprehend the message's. Finally, at the third level, many messages

were comprehended by the children even though sedsdrimotor support,for the

4

.linguistic messages decreased. That is, on same occasions the caregiver

could be comprehended when she seid, "Do you want an apple?" or ."DO you

want to throwthe ball?" with little? contextual support available.

Apparently, the child was 14pnger limited to the'information

provided by-the immediate situation 'but could bring her/his own knowledge

of the worla to bear upon the interpretation of ongoing events. Our

work supports the notion that the simdttaneous presentation of nonverbal

and verbal messages at the middle level of the one-word period provides

f
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a means for the thild to crack the linguistic code.

In the present study measures were taken to effectively deal with

several profound methodological problems besetting cross-culturaf research,

including the problem of stimuluOys fiinctionalrequivalence as it is

called in psychology (Mischel,.1977) or the emic-etic problem as it is

talled in.anthropology (Malpas, 1977).and the iseue of ecological .

,validity. The problem of stimulus (vs functional) equivalence can be

Zukow, 3

resolved by operationalizingiabstract interactional; concepts In a

cukturally meaningful way. In this case, to insist upon stimulus equiva-

ence, offering, would make an analyis impossible since 'this appears to

be a rare event in the less educated sample. Rather than analyzing

'offers; to engage in activities with objects andbor persons, I collected

instances in' which children were urged to interace'with objects and/or

persons. these were often imperative sequences which oOcurred among all
4

caregiver-child pairse To meet the critgia for ecologically valid

re Hood & Mc Dermott, 1978; Bronfenbrenner, 1976), the data
: =r-''2--:' 4

1, k
k

st"of tridtotapes of naturally occurring events, ordinary everyday

activities in the home. Further, the.analytic method depends uvon arid

gar es with the copafticipante interpretation.of events.I

Meth

Seieption of the carekiver sample.. S ce one of the objectives of

this study was to'investigate the environ67enta1 causes of group

differences, the caregimer population varied according to degree of.

urbanization (urban/rural) and level of education (profeasional training/

less than four years of primary schooling), To control for l inguage,

race and culture, all caregivers came from the,traditional Mestiza culture.

The sample included 7 caregiver-child pairs in a major urban setting (2

with professional training, 5 with primary school) plus 10 pairs in a

rural setting (2 with semi-professional training, 8.with ppimary school).

4
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,Selectioh of the children. The children were selecteN on the hasis

of observations that confirmed they had attained an appropriate level of

semantic development as described by Greenfield and Smith (1976). fhe

productive'use of the following semantic functions served as/criteria for

classification within ehe three levels: Leyel I -*performative (saying

bye-bye while waving bye-bye), indicative object (pointing at a cookie

while saying cookie), and volitional object (whining and r ching for milk'

while saying milk); Level II - agent,object, and action/s ate, such as

saying down while coming down the stairs; and Level III object associated

with another object, object associated with an animate being, and location,

such as saying chair while putting a ball on a chair.,The children were

from 1,1 to 30 months old.

Proceditre. Caregivers selected interactive settings 'in which the mosti

communication could be expected. Not surprisingly, these situations
p

involved mealtime and play. _The caregiver-child.pairs were videotaped at

siX week intervals,over a nine to twelve month period. /

/Analysis. EaCq audiotape Fas iranscribed bY a native speaker, Ae

least one-half of all the\videotapes for each child were ieviewed by the

caregiVer an'd myself !or accuracy. In cases of disagreement, the/

caregiver was always considered the expert. The videotapes ofihese

paturaliseic interactions were examined to asseSS the naeure a d sourCes

df variations in caregiver style. Each'sequence was describ d in terms

of attention.and ihe sensorimotor structure of ihe eve t: e propositional

content and.the interactlional setting. The propositional content was

categorized in terms of peraons, objects, and actions. #he intqrictional

setting included the location and the appic7priate configuratina,of the

persons and objects in space for a particular activity. From this

information a comparison could he made between the presence or absenA of

aetention and.the background elements at the'initiation and termination
r-



of,each sequence.
S.

Results.
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I have very recently returnedsfrom 15 months of field work. I want

to caution you that the results I am repotting today are quite preliminary.

The results fibm tha present Study are similar to the Major findings of

the U.S. study, independent of level of education and degree of urbaniza-

tion. First, it Level I, most messages involving the transfer of an object

were enacted on the Sensorimotor level. Next, at Levely II, the message

was often presented on the linguistic and sensorimotor levels simultan-

eously. Finally,by Level III some messages could be comprehended without

same of the sensorimbtor support. However, the degree to which caregivers

provided missing information when an utterance was,not initially

comprehended appears to vary with level of education.

The folloWing:examples highlight this ,difference. However, the

differen aces re.a matter of degree'and are not absolute. The next

-segment was an examplerof an eventually successful imperative sequence

Atypical bf Level II and of more highly educatted caregivers. Margarita,

the mother, and Lucha had been singing while Lupe, the 7 year-old sister,

."
,stood off to the side, some distance awli. Margarita told Lucha to sing.

with her sister, "Canta con Lupita.". Lucha did sing, bu t a i11 by herself.

X
Margarita then told Lupe to'sit right next to them, bringing Lupe into

the appropriate configuration to be 'with' the singer. Marg ita redid
t.N\

her part emphasizinss g that the tyo should sing by sa.ying ItCtan ! Cantan!".

She used,the second person plural imperative to include Lupe more
A

61.

explicitly. And Lupe joined in the singing to provide her _younger sister'

with a saksorimotor translation of her mother'A.utterance.

In the next fragment, eventual success of the imperative is far more

serendipitous, with a less educated caregiver. Irene had been playing with '

r
6
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bab, foot: jzr (21o,;...! ...hen distracted by some other event.

Irene was looking across tne brIckyard where s'te was standing with her

mother, Marta. Marta taw the jar on the ground behind Irene and said,

Mira, te falta el este!"(Look, You're forgettinr.this:), "Levanta el frasco:"

("Pick up the jarl"). Irene did not respond. Her mother turned to walk

away. She did not get Irene's attention, point to the jar, and/or pick it'

up and give it to Irene. However, the noise of Marta's r,urning attracted

Irene's attention. As Irene turned to follow her mother she saw the jar

and picked ie up. .In this instance phe natural 'flow of the interaction

provided the child with an opportunity to enact what had just,been said.

The caregiver encouraged thelchild on the linguistic level to engage in

a.cultimally recognizable act familiar to the child but did.nqp monitor

closely to see if the child comprehended het or not ai.her more educated=".

counterpai-t did in the singing sequence.

Discussion.

The objective of this study was to determine spat op universal and '

culture-specific aspectg:of the transition from seTorimotor to linguistic

communication might be. The culture-specific aspect of this process was the

degree to which caregivers provicled sensorimotor inf'ormation when inessages

*were 'not immediately comprehended. In interactions with less highly ed-

ucated women the mis6ing information was provided more serendipitously or

unintentionally by the natural unfolding of events or by spontaneous acts of

siblings'. The more educated women appeat to be cOntinually monitoring Oe
child and repairing their own and the child's part in order that the.child

display crprehension. It appears that this latter style is,sufficient but

not necessary for the transition to the comprehension of linguistic communi-
.

cation. A candidate universal is the pairing of sensorimotor and linguistic

messages Auring the crucial middle level of the one-word period. In every

.setting'and at both levels of educahon a 'sensdrimotor translation of the

linguistic message was provided1 7
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